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Introduction
International law dictates that the United Kingdom must fight terrorism. Article 3 of theCouncil of Europe’s Convention on the Prevention of Terrorism, for example (which the
UK has signed but not yet ratified), obliges states to prevent acts of terror and their negative
effects.1 Similarly, the European Union’s Counter Terrorism Strategy commits member
states to combating terrorism globally so that their citizens can live in an area of freedom,
security and justice. It is built around four strands: “prevent”, preventing people from
turning to terrorism; “protect”, protecting citizens and critical infrastructure by reducing
vulnerabilities; “pursue”, pursuing and investigating terrorists, impeding planning, travel,
and communications, cutting off funding and access to attack materials, and bringing
terrorists to justice; and “respond”, responding in a coordinated way by preparing to
manage and minimise the consequences of a terrorist attack.2 These principles are reflected
in the UK’s strategy for combating terrorism, “Contest” (but domestically “respond” is
replaced by the term “prepare”).3
One such measure that the UK has adopted to prevent individuals committing acts of
terrorism, and therefore fulfilling its other international obligations in protecting its citizens
and its infrastructure, as well as managing the risk posed by suspected terrorists, is the
controversial control order scheme. But the international documents stated above do
require states to respect fundamental rights and freedoms in their adoption of anti-terror
initiatives. Indeed, a former Lord Chief Justice, Lord Woolf, has said that, although acts of
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terrorism directed at a civil population are totally inconsistent with the values of human
rights instruments such as the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), it is when
the executive and the legislature dictate issues of national security that the protection of
individual freedoms needs particular attention.4
Control orders are arguably one such initiative which unnecessarily infringe personal
liberty: “[They] are corrosive of constitutionalism, since individual rights are diminished or
eliminated without the convincing and legitimating public spectacle of a trial and proof
beyond reasonable doubt.”5 They are, therefore, under attack from every quarter, it seems.
For example, in July 2010 the Home Secretary, Theresa May, announced a review of the
previous Labour government’s many counter-terrorism measures, one of which was the
control order scheme.6 She said that, over the past decade, the British state had become
“too authoritarian” and the review was “an important first step in meeting our commitment
to . . . creating a counter-terrorism regime that is proportionate, focussed and transparent,
striking the right balance between security and civil liberties”.7
Control orders are seemingly unloved by human rights organisations, too. Amnesty
International has recently described them as constituting a “shadow justice system”,
whereby a number of people have been accused by the authorities of involvement in
terrorism-related activity, but have not been charged with any offence. The authorities have
been relying on secret information in secret judicial hearings to keep those it deems a threat
to national security under various forms of administrative control, amounting to a
deprivation of liberty.8 Is it possible, therefore, for the author of this article to present a
defensible argument justifying the continuation of the control order scheme? Should he, for
his own credibility as an academic lawyer, who teaches a plethora of human rights modules
across a range of undergraduate and postgraduate courses, even be trying to do so?
UK strategies for preventing terrorism
Before an attempt is made to defend the seemingly indefensible, it is important to discuss
what exactly the author is proposing to support. Prior to the introduction of the control
order scheme, the UK was permitted to detain indefinitely international terrorist suspects.
Before it ceased to be law, s. 23 of the Anti-Terrorism, Crime and Security Act 2001
(ATCSA) had conferred such a power on the Home Secretary if, under s. 21(1), s/he
reasonably believed that the international terrorist suspect’s presence in the UK was a risk
to national security, and s/he suspected that the detained person was a terrorist.9 Affected
persons were able to appeal to the Special Immigration Appeals Commission (SIAC) if
there were no reasonable grounds for detaining them, as per s. 25. Ordinarily the UK would
have deported the foreign nationals to their countries of origin but Protocol 13 and
Article 3 of the ECHR prohibited the authorities from doing so where there was a “real
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risk” of either death or torture, as per Chahal v United Kingdom.10 Death or torture was
certainly likely where an individual had been labelled as an “international terror suspect” by
the British government (though now the UK might be permitted to return detainees to
countries such as Jordan, Algeria, Lebanon, Libya and Ethiopia where “diplomatic
assurances” or “memoranda of understanding” are in place to prevent receiving countries
from harming deportees). In order to justify the ATCSA provisions, the UK had to
derogate from Article 5 of the ECHR, the right to liberty, by virtue of Article 15(1) of the
ECHR (“derogation in time of emergency”).
In A v Secretary of State for the Home Department,11 the challenge to the indefinite detention
measures was heard by the then House of Lords (now Supreme Court) in October 2004.
By a majority of 8:1, the judges agreed with the UK authorities that the threat from
international terrorism post-9/11 had been a public emergency threatening the life of the
nation for the purposes of Article 15(1). But the state’s response – the Part IV provisions
of ATCSA – was not proportionate to the public emergency as it had not been “strictly
required by the exigencies of the situation”. They therefore quashed the Human Rights Act
(Designated Derogation) Order 2001, permitting the derogation in domestic law, and held
that the legislation was “incompatible” with Article 5, as per s. 4 of the Human Rights Act
1998 (HRA). Lord Hoffman said:
The real threat to the life of the nation, in the sense of a people living in
accordance with its traditional laws and political values, comes not from
terrorism but from laws such as these.12
His Lordship (who was in a minority on this issue) even went as far as suggesting that
there had not been a war or public emergency threatening the life of the nation which had
justified the derogation under Article 15(1).13 The House of Lords also ruled that the
ATCSA measures had been a disproportionate interference with Article 14 of the ECHR,
the prohibition on the discrimination of convention rights, in that the executive detention
provisions were applicable only to foreign nationals, not British suspects (this not having
been the subject of an original derogation under Article 15(1)). The ruling of the House of
Lords has received significant academic praise. For example, one commentator has
described it as “perhaps the most powerful judicial defence of liberty since [the 1770s]”.14
For several reasons the Law Lords doubted the rationality of the indefinite detention
measures: for example, no state other than the UK had derogated from Article 5, even
though other European countries such as France, Italy and Germany were at risk from
international terrorism;15 the legislation, in targeting only foreigners suspected of
threatening the security of the UK, seemed to rule out an attack from British jihadists
(which was tragically proven to be incorrect with the terror attacks in London on the 7 July
2005 when four British Muslim men detonated suicide vests on the London transport
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network, killing 52 people and injuring over 70016 – see more later);17 and releasing the
detainees, if they left the UK, obviously overlooked the possibility of them pursuing their
terrorist objectives abroad.18
The declaration of incompatibility issued by the House of Lords in A, in common with
all such declarations, was not binding on the parties to the application, as per s. 4 of the
HRA. The applicants therefore remained in detention, except for the second and fourth
applicants who elected to leave the UK, and the fifth applicant who was released on bail on
conditions amounting to house arrest. Also, none of the applicants were entitled to
compensation in respect of their unlawful detention. In this regard, they lodged complaints
with the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR): A v United Kingdom.19 The ECtHR
came to a similar conclusion to the House of Lords: the UK was entitled to conclude that
the threat from international terrorism had constituted a “public emergency” for the
purposes of Article 15(1) of the ECHR. But the ATCSA measures were not “strictly
required by the exigencies of the situation” to warrant a derogation from Article 5. The
applicants were therefore entitled to compensation (“just satisfaction” as per Article 41 of
the ECHR) for a breach of their liberty. (The significance of the ECtHR’s ruling in A in
reference to the legality of evidence relied on by the state is discussed later.)
Following the ruling of the House of Lords in A, the government allowed ATCSA to
lapse in March 2005 (the legislation had had a sunset clause, requiring it to be renewed,
otherwise it would cease). It replaced ATCSA with the Prevention of Terrorism Act 2005
(PTA), introducing control orders. These can be imposed on all terror suspects, whether
they are British or foreign. According to s. 1(1) of the PTA a control order is an order
against an individual which imposes obligations on him or her for purposes connected with
protecting members of the public from a risk of terrorism. Section 1(4) of the PTA states
that these obligations may include, for example, (d) a restriction on a person’s association or
communications with specified persons; (e) a restriction in respect of a person’s place of
residence; (f) a prohibition on a person being at specified places or within a specified area
at specified times or on specified days; or (p) a requirement on a person to report to a
specified individual at specified times and places during the day. Section 1(4) therefore
permits the state to impose obligations on individuals which include, for example, electronic
tagging, curfews, restrictions on visitors and meeting others, a ban on the use of the internet
and limits on phone communication. The Home Office has stated that conditions imposed
under a control order are “tailored to each case to ensure the person cannot take part in
terrorist activity”.20 As of June 2011, there were 12 control orders in force, all of which
were in respect of British citizens. Three individuals subject to a control order live in the
Metropolitan Police Service area; the remaining individuals live in other police force areas.21
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Section 2(1) of the PTA allows the Secretary of State to make a control order against
an individual if the Secretary of State (a) has reasonable grounds for suspecting that the
individual is or has been involved in terrorism-related activity; and (b) considers that it is
necessary for purposes connected with protecting members of the public from a risk of
terrorism. A control order made by the Secretary of State is called a “non-derogating”
control order (s. 2(3)) and is valid for a period of 12 months, but may be renewed on one
or more occasions (s. 2(4)).
Section 3 of the PTA concerns the judicial supervision of the making of a non-
derogating control order. The Secretary of State cannot impose a non-derogating control
order except where s/he has been granted permission by a court (though s. 3(1)(b) does
permit the granting of a control order where the urgency of the case requires the order to
be made without permission but there must be a court hearing within seven days (s. 3(4)).
The function of the judicial supervision at this stage (without the participation or
knowledge of the person who will be affected) is to consider whether the Secretary of
State’s decision to make an order is “obviously flawed” (s. 3(2)(b)). The minister’s decision
is also subject to a subsequent more substantive review by the High Court, with some
participation by the affected person. That is, following the granting of permission by the
court, there must be a court hearing judicially reviewing the control order and its conditions
“as soon as reasonably practicable after it is made” (s. 3(10)).
The PTA also allows for the provision of “derogating” control orders (from Article 5
of the ECHR, the right to liberty, for example), which are tantamount to house arrest.
These orders can be issued only by the High Court under s. 4 and the rules for their issue
are stricter than those for non-derogating control orders. There are currently no derogating
control orders in operation.22
Control orders, human rights and the courts
Before seeking to defend the control order scheme, the author will outline the human rights
implications of some of the orders that have previously been issued and the courts’
responses to the lawfulness of these orders. In most cases, they will be addressed again later
when support for the measures is presented.
1 ARTICLE 5 OF THE ECHR: THE RIGHT TO LIBERTY
Very soon after the introduction of the control order scheme the parliamentary Joint
Committee on Human Rights (JCHR) expressed the opinion that the measures were not,
per se, contrary to human rights such as Article 5 of the ECHR, the right to liberty.23 But
concern was raised about the combination of obligations imposed on a controlee which
were capable of constituting a deprivation of liberty.24
The House of Lords in Secretary of State for the Home Department v JJ25 came to the same
conclusion as the JCHR about the general lawfulness of the control order measures.
Nevertheless, individual obligations imposed on a controlee certainly were the subject of
judicial censure. In JJ, the conditions depriving the liberty of the six applicants included:
residency at a one-bedroom flat, away from one’s normal home, for 18 hours per day (from
16.00 to 10.00); electronic tagging; compulsory attendance at a police station twice a day;
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visitors to have been approved by the Home Office; limited use of the telephone; and a ban
on the use of the internet. Adopting the test of the ECtHR in Guzzardi v Italy,26 Lord
Bingham said that a deprivation of liberty may take numerous forms other than classic
detention in prison or strict arrest.27 What had to be considered was the concrete situation of
the particular individual. Account should be taken of a whole range of factors such as the
nature, duration, effects and manner of execution or implementation of the penalty or
measure in question.28 Thus, the House of Lords found (by a 3:2 majority) that the specific
non-derogating control orders imposed on the controlee applicants were unlawful. Lord
Bingham likened the conditions to prison but without the benefit of association with others.29
Notwithstanding the House of Lords in JJ quashing some non-derogating control
orders for deprivations of liberty, the JCHR in 2008 continued to express reservations
about the control order scheme itself: “We remain concerned that the regime as it currently
stands and as it is currently operated is very likely to result in breaches of . . . the right to
liberty.”30 This belief was reiterated in the JCHR’s 2009 report on control orders.31
Assuming therefore that control orders are, in general, infringements of liberty, it is also
important to note that controlees’ liberty is being deprived without them having been found
guilty of an offence.32 This is outlawed by Article 5(1)(c) of the ECHR.
2 ARTICLE 6 OF THE ECHR: THE RIGHT TO A FAIR AND PUBLIC TRIAL BY AN INDEPENDENT
AND UNBIASED TRIBUNAL
Concern has also been expressed by organisations such as the JCHR about the lack of fair-
trial protections with the control order scheme.33 Article 6(1) of the ECHR entitles a
person to a fair and public trial by an independent and unbiased tribunal. Those subject to
criminal charges are afforded further protection. Article 6(2) states that everyone charged
with a criminal offence shall be presumed innocent until proved guilty according to law;
Article 6(3) states that everyone charged with a criminal offence has the minimum rights
such as “(a) to be informed promptly, in a language which he understands and in detail, of
the nature and cause of the accusation against him” and “(d) to examine . . . witnesses
against him”. However, control order proceedings are not classified in domestic law as
“criminal” in nature. They are intended to be civil orders, used as alternatives to criminal
prosecution in cases where prosecution is not possible because of a lack of evidence. There
are therefore fewer procedural guarantees given to controlees than those accorded to
suspects charged with an “ordinary” crime. In 2006, the JCHR argued that control orders
were more than mere civil orders. First, the conduct which was alleged, being the basis for
the control order, was not only conduct of a criminal nature, but of a particularly serious
criminal nature – involvement in terrorism-related activity. Secondly, the nature of the
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28 Ibid. para. 16.
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example, D Feldman, “Deprivation of liberty in anti-terrorism law” (2008) 67 CLJ 4, p. 7.
30 JCHR, Counter-Terrorism Policy and Human Rights (9th report): Annual Renewal of Control Orders Legislation
2008 (10th report of session 2007–08), 2008, para. 88.
31 JCHR, Counter-Terrorism Policy and Human Rights (14th report): Annual Renewal of Control Orders Legislation
2009 (5th report of session 2008–09), 2009, para. 33.
32 K Ewing and J Tham, “The continuing futility of the Human Rights Act” (2008) PL 668, p. 669. The thesis
of Ewing and Tham’s article is the general weakness of the HRA in protecting fundamental freedoms,
especially post-9/11. But see the criticisms of Ewing and Tham’s thesis: A Kavanagh, “Judging the judges
under the Human Rights Act: deference, disillusionment and the ‘war on terror’” (2009) PL 287.
33 JCHR 2006, n. 23 above.
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restrictions imposed were of a nature and severity to be equivalent to a criminal penalty.
Thirdly, they were also of a duration to make them tantamount to a criminal sanction,
being, in effect, indefinitely renewable.34 Human rights organisations such as Amnesty
International35 and Human Rights Watch (HRW) have criticised the civil nature of control
orders for these reasons, too. HRW has also remarked that a breach of a control order is a
criminal offence punishable by up to five years’ imprisonment and/or a fine.36 In addition,
the standard of proof for the issuing of a control order – reasonable suspicion – is far
lower than the criminal standard of proof – beyond a reasonable doubt –  and indeed is
lower than the civil threshold – a balance of probabilities. This means controlees are
potentially being deprived of their liberty on the basis of a very low standard of proof – a
balance very much in the state’s favour.37
Furthermore, concern about the lack of procedural safeguards with the control order
scheme is directed at the court proceedings. The control order process (very much like that
for SIAC, see earlier) uses a system of dual hearings and legal representation. Each person
is assigned a security-cleared barrister known as a “special advocate”. Classified information
and evidence is heard during “closed” sessions attended by the special advocate. Suspects
and their lawyers of choice are excluded from those sessions, and contact between the
special advocates and the suspects is prohibited once special advocates have been privy to
the closed material. Non-classified evidence is heard at “open” hearings with the suspect
present. Thus, suspects are being denied a public forum where they are able to confront
their accusers if the state’s reliance on evidence supporting the control order is presented
in a closed session.38 Moreover, the special advocates’ inability to communicate with
affected persons after seeing the closed material arguably seriously limits their ability to
represent the interests of the controlled persons and therefore the extent to which they can
mitigate the alleged unfairness in the closed sessions.39
In Secretary of State for the Home Department v MB, AF,40 the House of Lords held that
Article 6(1) of the ECHR does apply to control order proceedings,41 but Articles 6(2) and
6(3) do not.42 However, Lord Bingham did say that in any case in which a person was at risk
of a control order containing obligations of the stringency found in this case (AF was subject
to a 14-hour daily curfew, for example) the application of the civil limb of Article 6 of the
ECHR – Article 6(1) – did entitle such a person to a “measure of procedural protection as
is commensurate with the gravity of the potential consequences”.43 So the House of Lords
concluded that there would be some cases where the failure to disclose evidence to the
controlled person would be incompatible with the requirements of a fair trial.
The evidence against MB, for example, was one such case where there was great reliance
by the state on closed material; the open case before him containing no more than a bare
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Legislation 2010 (9th Report of Session 2009–10), 2010: www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/
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40 [2007] UKHL 46, [2008] 1 AC 440.
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assertion of liability. In the case of AF the open case for a control order was also very
limited; the essence of the case against him was in the closed material. On the facts of the
case, the House of Lords found that the control proceedings involving MB and AF had not
been Article 6(1) compliant. Nevertheless, academic commentators have argued that the
principles from MB, AF – how much closed material, if any at all, should be disclosed for
the purposes of fair-trial compliance? – was dealt with insufficiently by the House of Lords,
especially as it left open the possibility of compatibility even where the state had relied
solely on closed evidence.44
Greater respect for the fair-trial rights of those subject to, for example, a control order
was provided by the ECtHR in A v United Kingdom,45 when it considered the lawfulness of
the previous indefinite detention provisions under ATCSA. The applicants alleged inter alia
that the special advocate procedure before SIAC had not complied with Article 5(4) of the
ECHR: a person’s detention should be decided speedily by a court. On this issue, the
ECtHR said:
The special advocate could not perform [their] function in any useful way unless
the detainee had been provided with sufficient information about the allegations
against him to enable him to give effective instructions to the special advocate.46
So the ECtHR expressed doubt about the general fairness of the special advocate
process. In Secretary of State for the Home Department v AF,47 the House of Lords followed
the ruling of the ECtHR in A, and, arguably, overruled its earlier decision in MB, AF, where
it had suggested that state reliance on closed material could be compatible with Article 6(1).
The court said that non-disclosure on the ground of national security of relevant material
could not go so far as to deny a party knowledge of the essence of the case against them,
at least where they were at risk of consequences as severe as those normally imposed under
a control order. Provided that that requirement was satisfied, there could be a fair trial
notwithstanding that a controlled person was not provided with the detail or the sources of
the evidence forming the basis of the allegations.48
The consequence of this ruling of the House of Lords is significant: a controlee must
be made aware of the nature of the allegations against them (but not necessarily the
evidence supporting the allegations). The state must therefore either release more
information to the suspect or revoke the control order (or issue a derogating control order
as per s. 4 of the PTA?).49 (In some cases, rather than subsequently revoking a control order
because the state has failed to publish relevant evidence against a controlee,50 the courts
have quashed an order, thus permitting the controlee the opportunity to sue for damages.)51
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However, notwithstanding the seemingly positive outcome from the ruling of the
House of Lords in AF, the JCHR still remains sceptical about the basic fairness of control
order proceedings, especially involving those where the state’s reliance on material is largely
dependent on closed evidence:
We heard from the special advocates that, although the Government had said
that it would be reviewing the material in each case in the light of AF to see
whether further disclosure could be made or whether the control order should
be revoked, in practice the Secretary of State has taken a “minimalist” and
essentially passive approach . . . not voluntarily disclosing any more material but
leaving it to the special advocates to make the running on what more should be
disclosed and waiting for the courts to tell the Secretary of State what material
he cannot rely on unless he discloses it.52
3 ARTICLE 3 OF THE ECHR: THE PROHIBITION ON TORTURE AND INHUMAN AND
DEGRADING TREATMENT AND PUNISHMENT
There is also concern that the control order scheme, or individual obligations imposed on
a controlee, might contravene Article 3 of the ECHR, the prohibition on torture and
inhuman and degrading treatment and punishment. For example, many of the former
detainees under ATCSA were said to have suffered from depression and suicidal thoughts.
To this end, detainee G was granted bail after SIAC accepted that his detention had
triggered “psychotic episodes”.53 In 2005, the European Committee for the Prevention of
Torture (CPT) reported on its visit to the UK during 2004. In reference to some of the
ATCSA detainees, it stated:
Two years after the CPT visited these detained persons, many of them were in a
poor mental state as a result of their detention, and some were also in poor
physical condition. Detention had caused mental disorders in the majority of
persons detained under the ATCSA and for those who had been subjected to
traumatic experiences or even torture in the past, it had clearly reawakened the
experience and even led to the serious recurrence of former disorders. The
trauma of detention had become even more detrimental to their health since it
was combined with an absence of control resulting from the indefinite character
of their detention, the uphill difficulty of challenging their detention and the fact
of not knowing what evidence was being used against them to certify and/or
uphold their certification as persons suspected of international terrorism. For
some of them, their situation at the time of the visit could be considered as
amounting to inhuman and degrading treatment.54
In 2006, the CPT reported on its visit to the UK during 2005. It was able to interview
some individuals subject to control orders. In reference to one individual, P, the CPT stated
that he was severely depressed and anxious, in considerable distress and despair, with
symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder. It noted that the depression could not be
treated as long as the control order restrictions remained in place. So the risks of self-harm
and even suicide were significant.55
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Is it not the case, therefore, that not knowing exactly what one has allegedly done wrong
to justify a control order, and sometimes not being able to test the evidence in open court
supporting the state’s suspicion, possibly causes untold stress and anxiety? Moreover, is this
not also compounded by the fact that a control order is imposed without any term (though
it must be renewed annually)?
4 ARTICLE 8 OF THE ECHR: THE RIGHT TO PRIVATE AND FAMILY LIFE, HOME AND
CORRESPONDENCE
In 2006 the JCHR expressed concern that control orders were “unjustifiably interfering
with the human rights of other members of the [controlee’s] family”.56 Of particular
concern to the JCHR over the currency of the scheme has been the condition requiring a
controlee to move away from their normal place of residence, often away from their family
and friends.57 The effects of a control order on a controlee’s family and friends has not
been lost on the Supreme Court. In earlier House of Lords’ rulings, the duration of a
control order in terms of curfew hours seemed to be the determining factor (despite Lord
Brown and others rejecting Lord Hoffman’s opinion in JJ that a deprivation of liberty
should be confined to actual imprisonment or something little different from
imprisonment).58 But not so in Secretary of State for the Home Department v AP.59
Here the applicant, AP, was confined to a place of residence for 16 hours per day.
However, he was living in the Midlands, 200 miles away from the rest of his family in
London. The court said that the rights of the applicant under Article 8(1) of the ECHR,
the right to respect for private and family life, home and correspondence, were
proportionately infringed for the purposes of protecting national security, as per
Article 8(2). However, a residency obligation could still affect the lawfulness of a control
order. On the facts, the court found that the requirement to live in the Midlands was
unlawful, albeit a deprivation of liberty as per Article 5 of the ECHR. So, in practice, this
was a denial of liberty but the Article 8(1) right of the applicant, which ordinarily was
proportionately infringed, did affect, to some considerable degree, the legality of the
control order under Article 5.60 Interestingly, in Secretary of State for the Home Department v
AP (No 2),61 AP was granted anonymity because to do otherwise could risk violating his
rights under Article 3 of the ECHR. The town where he had to live was one where there
were considerable community tensions. There was organised racist activity and there had
been racist attacks, including physical violence, on members of the Muslim community.62
The obligation to move 200 miles away from one’s family and friends was obviously a
condition too far for the Supreme Court in AP. But would a residency requirement closer
to home have been lawful? This issue still troubles the JCHR. In its 2010 report, the
JCHR noted:
We heard with alarm about the “growing use” of conditions . . . which require
the controlled person to move out of the community in which they live and stay
away from it – “a form of internal exile” . . . We learned that these “relocation
conditions” are being used to require British citizens who have grown up in a
particular community to uproot themselves from that community and move to a
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new and unfamiliar location. The impact of such relocations on the controlled
person’s families was described as “extraordinary”. The female partners of
controlees, we heard, “are treated with complete contempt”, told that they can
either stay where they are or move to the new location and find a new job.
Children are uprooted from the schools they have been attending and forced to
relocate in order to be with their family.63
5 OTHER ARGUMENTS AGAINST CONTROL ORDERS
In addition to the seemingly unjustified infringements of human rights that the control
order scheme continues to cause some controlees, the JCHR has also expressed concern
about the financial cost of the scheme. It says that control orders have been the most
litigated of the government’s counter-terrorism measures since 2001, and “quite probably
the most litigated ever”.64 It concludes by questioning whether the cost of maintaining the
system is out of all proportion to the public benefit which the orders are said to serve.65
Notwithstanding the financial cost of the scheme a view shared by the human rights
organisation Liberty, Liberty also notes the “absurd” proportion of controlees who have
absconded over the years.66
In summary, the UK’s control order scheme, replacing the discredited indefinite
detention provisions for international terror suspects under ATCSA, has been the subject
of significant criticism since its inception. In 2007, the JCHR believed that the measure’s
infringements of human rights required, for example, derogation from Articles 5 and 6 of
the ECHR, as per Article 15(1).67 In its 2009 report on control orders, the JCHR, largely
accepting of the then government’s intended retention of the scheme, sought to further
restrict the effect on controlees and their families by calling for a maximum duration
imposed on control orders.68 But in 2010, although acknowledging that in the past it had
had an open mind about the scheme,69 the JCHR had had enough:
The continued operation of the . . . system has . . . led to more unfairness in
practice, more unjustifiable interferences with people’s liberty, more harm to
people’s mental health and to the lives of their families, even longer periods
under indefinite restrictions for some individuals . . . more protracted litigation
to which there is no end in sight, more claims for compensation, ever-mounting
costs to the public purse, and untold damage to the UK’s international reputation
as a nation which prizes the value of fairness. For a combination of these
reasons, together with serious reservations about the practical value of control
orders in disrupting terrorism compared to other means of achieving the same
end, we have reached the clear view that the system of control orders is no
longer sustainable.70
The apparent curtailment of basic liberties – at considerable public financial cost, it
appears – seemingly do not justify (at the very least) the control order scheme in its present
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form. The JCHR has now come out in favour of the scheme’s complete abolition. A view
shared by human rights organisations such as Amnesty International71 and Liberty.72
Arguments in support of control orders
The author’s principal support for the control order scheme is public protection – the
overriding right of individuals to be free from terrorist violence. Before exploring this
argument in more detail, some perhaps “less important” points defending control orders
need to be noted. First, the author will address the human rights implications of control
orders for those individuals subject to them, beginning with Article 5 of the ECHR, the
right to liberty.
1 ARTICLE 5 OF THE ECHR: THE RIGHT TO LIBERTY
Earlier it was argued that controlees are being deprived of their liberty, in cases where they
have not been convicted of an offence. But, importantly, the House of Lords has accepted
that some control order obligations do not infringe Article 5 of the ECHR: Secretary of State
for the Home Department v MB, AF73 (AF’s 14-hour daily curfew, MB was not subject to a
curfew) and Secretary of State for the Home Department v E74 (E’s 12-hour daily curfew). In
Secretary of State for the Home Department v JJ,75 Lord Brown offered guidance as to where the
boundaries of Article 5 of the ECHR and non-derogating control orders lay:
[T]aking account of . . . all these various control order cases, provided the “core
element of confinement” does not exceed sixteen hours a day, it is “insufficiently
stringent” as a matter of law to effect a deprivation of liberty.76
For some, restrictions on a person’s movement for up to 16 hours a day is an
encroachment on individual freedom. However, the effect of these judicial rulings is
significant: for the purposes of combating terrorism, such obligations are not denials of
liberty to the degree that they are outlawed by the ECHR.
2 ARTICLE 6 OF THE ECHR: THE RIGHT TO A FAIR AND PUBLIC TRIAL
BY AN INDEPENDENT AND UNBIASED TRIBUNAL
Concern was expressed previously about the “civil” nature of control orders, thus the
“criminal” safeguards permitted by Articles 6(2) and (3) of the ECHR are excluded. But this
issue has been examined and approved by the House of Lords. In Secretary of State for the
Home Department v MB, AF,77 Lord Bingham stated that Parliament had gone to some
lengths to avoid a procedure which crossed the criminal boundary: with control orders there
was no assertion of criminal conduct, only a foundation of suspicion; no identification of
any specific criminal offence was provided for; the order made was preventative in purpose,
not punitive or retributive; and the obligations imposed had to be no more restrictive than
were judged necessary to achieve the preventative object of the order.78 In addition, whilst
the standard of proof for imposing a control order – reasonable suspicion – is low, notably,
this, too, has not been found wanting by the House of Lords.
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In reference to the procedural protections afforded by the PTA itself, for all control
orders there are independent judicial proceedings at an early stage of the process, as per
ss. 3(4) and 3(10).79 Whenever evidence is dealt with in open court, a controlee is
represented by lawyers of their own choosing. In this case, the ECtHR in A v United
Kingdom80 said that an individual had been given an effective opportunity to challenge the
state’s suspicions about them.81 If the evidence is too sensitive to be published in open
court, then a special advocate is appointed to represent the interests of the suspect. On this
issue, the ECtHR in A also said that the special advocate could perform an important role
in counterbalancing the lack of full disclosure and the lack of a full, open, adversarial
hearing by testing the evidence and putting arguments on behalf of the detainee.82 In fact,
the court said that it was only where the detention was based solely or to a decisive degree
on closed material (or the open material consisted purely of general assertions) that the
procedural requirements of the ECHR would not be satisfied.83 But when the House of
Lords in Secretary of State for the Home Department v AF84 followed this element of the
ECtHR’s ruling in A, it did so with much reluctance. In holding that non-disclosure on the
ground of national security of relevant material could not go so far as to deny a controlee
knowledge of the essence of the case against him or her,85 Lord Hoffman, for example,
said: “I do so with very considerable regret, because I think that the decision [in A] . . . was
wrong.”86 Academic commentators have expressed dismay about the ruling of the ECtHR,
too. English suggests that “despite all the careful safeguards set in place in the SIAC
system”, the ECtHR “in their wisdom . . . has created an impossibly impractical standard
for disclosure . . . and dragged the UK courts with it”.87 Are control orders, therefore, so
awful in terms of procedural freedoms – especially when weighed against the obvious
public benefits of preventing terrorism? Public protection is one of the reasons why Article
6(1) of the ECHR does not confer an absolute right on an individual to a fair trial.
3 ARTICLE 3 OF THE ECHR: THE PROHIBITION ON TORTURE AND INHUMAN AND
DEGRADING TREATMENT AND PUNISHMENT
As regards to a control order’s possible breach of Article 3 of the ECHR, the previous
indefinite provisions under the ATCSA were found not to be in violation of the absolute
ban on inhuman and degrading treatment by the ECtHR in A. Whilst recognising that the
uncertainty and fear of indefinite detention had to have caused the applicants anxiety and
distress, and it was probable that the stress had been sufficiently serious and enduring to
affect the mental health of some of the applicants, the court said that it could not be said
that the applicants had been without any prospect or hope of release.88 In particular, they
had been able to bring proceedings to challenge the legality of the detention scheme.89
Furthermore, each detained applicant had also had at their disposal the remedies available
to all prisoners under administrative and civil law to challenge conditions of detention,
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including any alleged inadequacy of medical treatment.90 Control orders are much less of
an incursion into individual freedoms than the previous indefinite detention provisions
under ATCSA. Since the ECtHR in A held that the latter were not in violation of Article
3, the same conclusions obviously can be drawn about control orders (subject, of course,
to the earlier ruling of the Supreme Court in AP (No 2),91 in reference to the possible
granting of anonymity to a controlee, to prevent racist reprisals).
4 ARTICLE 8 OF THE ECHR: THE RIGHT TO PRIVATE AND FAMILY LIFE, HOME AND
CORRESPONDENCE
Unlike Article 3 of the ECHR, which is an absolute right, and therefore not permitting any
limitations by the state, Article 8 is a qualified right where the courts apply the principle of
proportionality. That is, they must weigh the private right of the controlee – the right to
private and family life, home and correspondence, as per Article 8(1) – with the state’s
objective for infringing the right – in this case national security, as per Article 8(2) – making
sure that that the infringement of the private right is in proportion to the state’s objective.
Reference was made above to the case of Secretary of State for the Home Department v AP.92
Here the applicant, AP, was living in the Midlands, 200 miles away from the rest of his family
in London. The Supreme Court did rule that the rights of the applicant were proportionately
infringed for the purposes of protecting national security. It is likely therefore that (in most
cases, at least) control orders, despite being infringements of Article 8(1) of the ECHR, are
necessary in the legitimate interests of the state, as per Article 8(2).
In further consideration of the Article 8 implications of the control order scheme,
reference can also be made to the Control Order Review Group (CORG). The creation of
this body was recommended by the then independent reviewer of the PTA, Lord Carlile of
Berriew QC, in 200893 (see more about Lord Carlile in the text below). CORG meets every
three months with representation from law enforcement and intelligence agencies “to keep
the obligations in every control order under regular and formal review and to facilitate a
review of appropriate exit strategies”.94 Lord Carlile, who believes that the work of CORG
is “well-organised and methodical”,95 states that a factor for bringing an order to an end is
its impact on the individual’s family, especially any children living with them.96
5 OTHER ARGUMENTS SUPPORTING CONTROL ORDERS
In addition to the judicial safeguards outlined above, as per s. 3 of the PTA, the legislation
provides other protections against executive abuse. For example, strict time limits apply to
control orders (a non-derogating control order lasts for 12 months, as per s. 2(4), but is
renewable); the Home Secretary is obliged to report to Parliament every three months on
the operation of the control order powers, as per s. 14(1); the legislation must be renewed
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annually by Parliament, as per s. 13; and there is an annual review of the legislation by an
independent reviewer, as per s. 14(2), a copy of which must be laid before Parliament, as
per s. 14(6). In the opinion of the author, therefore, the nature of the scheme does not seem
so draconian when these safeguards are taken into account. Indeed, other UK anti-terror
initiatives, such as “deprivation of citizenship” orders, as per s. 40 of the British Nationality
Act 1981, where some British citizens suspected of terrorism have had their passports
confiscated while they were travelling abroad, are arguably far more intrusive of human
rights than control orders,97 but seem to be overlooked in the desire to attack the control
order scheme. One could also compare the control order scheme with other anti-terror
initiatives adopted by comparable democracies to the UK such as the USA. For example, in
May 2011 America’s US House of Representatives passed the National Defense
Authorization Act which expands the President’s military targeting power. It authorises,
with no end date, the targeting of undefined forces “associated” with al-Qaeda and the
Taliban and those “substantially supporting” those forces with no connection to the 9/11
attacks or to any armed conflict. Those accused of being part of this undefined group can
be detained indefinitely without charge. They are entitled to only minimal review of their
detention once a year (and a slightly broader review before a military panel only every three
years). They are not entitled to have a lawyer to represent them or to be presented with all
the evidence against them.98
On the issue of an annual independent review of the PTA, this was undertaken, as
stated above, by Lord Carlile of Berriew QC (until February 2011 when he was replaced by
David Anderson QC). In his fifth annual report, dated February 2010, Lord Carlile – as in
previous reports99 – believed that the control order system was “necessary”100 and
abandoning the regime entirely would have a “damaging effect on national security”.101 He
says that he has considered whether control orders can or should be replaced by something
else, or even re-named, but has been “unable to find, or devise, a suitable alternative”.102
He concludes, therefore, that there was “no better means of dealing with the serious and
continuing risk posed by some individuals”.103
In informing his conclusions, Lord Carlisle analysed the operation of the control order
scheme in 2009. He studied all the current control order cases, looking at the same
information about each individual that would have been shown to the Home Secretary. His
report finds: “I would have reached the same decision as the Secretary of State in each case
in which a control order has been made . . .”104 In particular, three of the controlees whose
case Lord Carlile examined have been the subject of orders for more than two years. In
reference to the terror threat posed by these three individuals, Lord Carlile observes:
There is significant and credible intelligence that [these individuals] continue to
present actual or potential, and significant danger to national security and public
safety. I agree with the assessment that the control order on each has substantially
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reduced the present danger that exceptionally they still present despite their
having been subject to a control order for a significant period of time.105
Control orders have other noted defenders. Importantly, they are supported by the
director general of the security service (MI5), Jonathan Evans, on the basis that “terrorist
threats can still exist which the criminal justice system cannot reach”.106 Moreover, the
Centre for Social Cohesion (CSC), which is a think-tank specialising in the study of
radicalisation and extremism in the UK, also favours the scheme. The CSC argues that
control orders are the “best option available” in the fight against terror.107 It states that an
overstretched security service is dealing with a large number of UK-based al-Qaeda
sympathisers. Rather than weakening the current national security structure, politicians
should be strengthening the state’s ability to reduce the terrorist threat.108
One of the concerns raised about the control order scheme is the significant financial
cost of the measures, especially when the numbers subject to control orders are very small.
At the time of writing, there is considerable unease amongst public sector employees
because of the Coalition government’s intention to cut spending in order to reduce the
annual public sector financial deficit. To this end, many civil servants and government
ministers have been lobbying the Treasury to avoid large grant reductions to their
departments, very often citing concerns about their department’s continued ability to fight
international terrorism. One such department concerned about cost reductions is the
Ministry of Defence. Recently Air Marshal Timo Anderson, director general of the Military
Aviation Authority, addressed MPs in a private talk, outlining the effects public sector
spending cuts would have on state objectives, such as preventing terrorism. The RAF is
expected to lose significant numbers of jet fighters in spending cuts of up to 10 per cent
over four years. In response, Air Marshal Anderson said that the UK would be “unable to
respond effectively to a 9/11-style terrorist attack from the air”.109 Of course, deploying
fighter jets to intercept suspected planes not responding to calls from air traffic controllers
is another anti-terror initiative by the state. But is it not the case that the ongoing costs of
the control order scheme pale into insignificance compared to the possible retention of
RAF fighter jets as another “prevent” measure?
6 JUSTIFYING CONTROL ORDERS ON THE BASIS OF ARTICLE 2 OF THE ECHR: 
THE RIGHT TO LIFE
There is little doubt that the UK is at serious risk of terrorism, especially from Islamic terror
groups which engage in acts of atrocity, such as suicide violence, with maximum effect. For
example, in 2005, the 7 July suicide attacks on the London transport network killed 52
people and injured over 700;110 again in 2005, were the four failed suicide attacks in London
a fortnight later on 21 July;111 in 2006, there was the “airline bomb plot”, a plot to blow up
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planes, flying from London to America, with home-made explosive liquids;112 and in 2007
there were car-bomb attacks in London and at Glasgow Airport.113 In 2009, there was a co-
ordinated terror arrest of 11 men in the north-west of England (Operation Pathway) who
were suspected of planning to blow up the Arndale Shopping Centre in Manchester.114
(Two of these suspects have since been named as conspirators in a plot to bomb the New
York subway.)115 Recently, an explosive device was found on a US-bound cargo plane at
East Midlands Airport which could have been detonated over the UK.116 There are also
fears that London will be the site of a future terror attack because it is the host city of the
Olympic games in 2012.117 Indeed, it has recently been reported that Islamic terror groups
are intent on acquiring chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear (CBRN) weapons for
use against civilian targets.118
These atrocities point to a continuation of terror threats to the UK in the name of
fundamentalist Islam. In fact, the director general of MI5, Jonathan Evans, has recently said
that the UK continues to face a “serious risk of a lethal attack taking place” from al-Qaeda-
related terrorism,119 which is obviously compounded by the recent killing of the leader of
al-Qaeda, Osama bin Laden, by US special forces in Pakistan.120 In the author’s opinion,
this justifies the retention of the control order scheme as a measure to prevent further
atrocity, especially by reference to the rights of individuals to be protected from terrorist
violence. This justification may sit uneasily with liberals, for example, but the trumping of
the rights of terror detainees by the rights of potential victims is well recognised,121
especially at the heart of government. For example, in October 2008 when the state was
wishing to increase the period of pre-charge detention of terror suspects from 28 days to
42 days, the then Home Secretary, Jacqui Smith, said:
The provisions in this Bill have always been about protecting the British people
– protecting them from the serious threat that we face from terrorism. My
approach has always been to strike the right balance between protecting national
security and safeguarding the liberty of the individual . . . But, for me, there is no
greater individual liberty than the liberty of individuals not to be blown up on British streets
or in British skies. (italics added)122
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The author of this article believes that the views of the then Home Secretary, Jacqui
Smith, are particularly significant, especially the references to the liberty of individuals not
to be blown up. Recently, the inquest into the deaths of the 52 people who died in the co-
ordinated suicide attacks in London on 7 July 2005 was held. As per s. 11(5)(ii) of the
Coroner’s Act 1988 an inquest must decide how, when and where a deceased came by their
death. It was reported that one of the victims, a 41-year-old tax inspector who was married
with two children, had been standing opposite Shehzad Tanweer, one of the 7 July bombers.
He was blown out of the carriage and his body was found face down on the track. One
witness said this victim’s clothes had been blown off by the force of the blast.123 Reading
the accounts about those who died in the 7/7 attacks, one cannot fail to sympathise with
strategies, such as control orders, to prevent atrocities such as these, perhaps justified on the
basis of the more important right to life of those who died.
Assuming there is a right to life argument justifying the imposition of control orders,
perhaps this could be made out by reference to Article 2 of the ECHR? The state is, of
course, not directly responsible for the deaths of UK citizens in atrocities such as 7/7, so
the issue of the “negative” right not to be arbitrarily killed by the state contained in
Article 2(2) of the ECHR – the situations in which the use of lethal force by state agents
may be lawful – is not relevant. However, Article 2(1) of the ECHR, the “positive” or
“substantive” obligation imposed on the state, may still be applicable. This states:
“Everyone’s right to life shall be protected by law.” Is there not a “positive” duty on the UK
authorities to avert a terror threat by imposing controls on a suspected terrorist, in pursuit
of its more important obligation to protect British citizens from atrocity? Indeed, in the
light of the recent discovery at East Midlands Airport of a “viable” explosive device on
board a US-bound cargo plane, The Telegraph has opined:
Our security must always come first. The most fundamental human right is the
right to walk down the streets without threat of harm . . . [The] first duty of any
government is to protect the safety of its citizens.124
The newspaper then goes on to support the control order scheme as a justifiable
measure in maintaining security, otherwise “the only feasible alternative is to leave such
people at liberty to plot further acts of terrorism”.125
In considering the state’s “positive” duty to protect life, and whether this may legitimise
the control order scheme, first, there is no general obligation on the UK authorities to avert
death: R (Gentle) v Prime Minister.126 However, the positive obligation does oblige the UK to
deter the taking of life in broad terms. For example, the ECtHR in Osman v United
Kingdom127 said:
It is common ground that the State’s obligation . . . extends beyond its primary
duty to secure the right to life by putting in place effective criminal law provisions
to deter the commission of offences against the person backed up by law-
enforcement machinery for the prevention, suppression and sanctioning of
breaches of such provisions.128
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Of course, control orders are measures designed to deter the taking of human life, thus
perhaps satisfying this element of the positive obligation. But because of the potentially
serious human rights implications of obligations imposed on a controlee, the author suspects
that the substantive duty contained in Article 2(1) does perhaps require a greater justification
for the scheme. Indeed, the ECtHR in Osman did say that particular circumstances must
have arisen before a state would be obliged to act to avert the loss of life:
Where there is an allegation that the authorities have violated their positive
obligation to protect the right to life . . . it must be established . . . that the
authorities knew or ought to have known at the time of the existence of a real
and immediate risk to the life of an identified individual or individuals from the
criminal acts of a third party . . .129
To utilise the state’s positive duty under Article 2(1) as a basis for legitimising control
orders, there would therefore have to be more than a general risk to individuals from
terrorism, but a specific threat to identifiable victims – and then this would have to
constitute a real and immediate risk. The Osman principles have been applied in UK law by
the House of Lords in, for example, Van Colle v Chief Constable of the Hertfordshire Police.130
In Van Colle, the deceased, Giles Van Colle, was shot dead by a former employee, Daniel
Brougham, just days before he was due to give evidence for the prosecution at Brougham’s
trial for theft. The House of Lords ruled that the Hertfordshire police were not in breach
of Article 2(1) in failing to protect the life of Mr Van Colle. In reference to Osman’s
requirement that a real and immediate risk to life should exist, Lord Brown said:
The test set by the European Court of Human Rights in Osman . . . is clearly a
stringent one which will not be easily satisfied . . . It is indeed some indication of
the stringency of the test that even on the comparatively extreme facts of Osman
itself . . . the Strasbourg court found it not to be satisfied.131
Of course, therefore, reaching the threshold for imposing liability on the state for failing
to protect life will be difficult. But not insurmountable, and in fact the positive duty to
protect the lives of the community in general from possible violations by terrorists was one
of the concerns expressed by the ECtHR in McCann v United Kingdom.132 There the Special
Air Service (SAS) shot dead three suspected Irish Republican Army (IRA) terrorists in
Gibraltar who were planning to detonate a car bomb. The UK authorities had followed the
IRA bombers from Malaga in Spain and allowed them not only to cross the Spanish border
into Gibraltar, but to prepare for the attack at the site of the proposed bombing. Although
the police had knowingly done all of these things because of the belief that they had
insufficient evidence to charge the suspects with a crime, the ECtHR said that they had still
exposed the local population to possible danger:
It may be questioned why the three suspects were not arrested at the border
immediately on their arrival . . . and why the decision was taken not to prevent
them from entering . . . if they were believed to be on a bombing mission. Having
had advance warning of the terrorists’ intentions it would certainly have been
possible for the authorities to have mounted an arrest operation. The danger to
the population of Gibraltar – which is at the heart of the Government’s
submissions – in not preventing their entry must be considered . . . The decision
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not to stop the suspects from entering Gibraltar is thus a relevant factor to take
into account.133
Assuming that there would have to be more than a general risk to individuals from
terrorism, but a threat to identifiable victims, which then would have to constitute a real and
immediate risk, is it not the case that the evidence required by the Home Secretary to justify
the imposition of a control order largely suggests this to be so? For example, s. 2(1) of the
PTA only allows the Secretary of State to make a control order against an individual if s/he
(a) has reasonable grounds for suspecting that the individual is or has been involved in
terrorism-related activity; and (b) considers that it is necessary, for purposes connected with protecting
members of the public from a risk of terrorism.
If, however, s. 2(1)(b) of the PTA is not sufficiently exacting to warrant the imposition
of a control order under Article 2(1) of the ECHR – that is, a risk of terrorism was too
broad to encompass knowledge of a real and immediate risk to the life of an identified
individual or individuals (or the standard of proof was too low, it being only a reasonable
suspicion on the part of the minister) –  the author believes that it should be. The threat,
and manner of acts of terrorism over the past 10 years surely warrant such an interpretation
under, for example, s. 3(1) of the HRA – the courts’ obligation to interpret legislation, so
far as it is possible to do so, in line with ECHR rights? Assuming the state had a duty to
impose a control order on the basis of its positive obligation to protect life, this would not
be enough, however: it must only act reasonably in averting death. For example, the ECtHR
in Osman also said:
[The positive] obligation must be interpreted in a way which does not impose an
impossible or disproportionate burden on the authorities. Accordingly, not every
claimed risk to life can entail for the authorities a Convention requirement to take
. . . measures to prevent that risk from materialising.134
The true meaning of this substantive principle is arguably not to impose excessive
obligations on the state in fulfilling its duties to prevent death. But could it also conceivably
be interpreted as condoning control orders if this could be characterised as “reasonable”
when, for example, the recognised alternative to the scheme – the 24-hour surveillance of
controlees – is generally accepted as too expensive? It is estimated that teams of up to 30
trained observers would be required to watch one suspect around the clock.135 In addition,
are the measures also not reasonable when weighed against the hundreds who died and were
injured in the 7/7 atrocities, and the subsequent threats to life since then, such as the
planned Islamist bombing of Manchester’s Arndale Shopping Centre in 2009? 
This alleged plot to detonate a terrorist bomb in Manchester in 2009 is particularly
significant. The suspected conspirators included Abid Naseer who was named as a potential
suspect in the bomb plot to target the New York subway (see above). He fought his
deportation from the UK to Pakistan before the SIAC: Naseer, Khan, and Ur Rehman et al. v
Secretary of State for the Home Department.136 One of the grounds for fighting his deportation
was the likelihood that he would be tortured upon his return to Pakistan. Article 3(1) of the
United Nations Convention Against Torture (UNCAT), which the UK has ratified, states:
No State Party shall expel, return . . . or extradite a person to another State where
there are substantial grounds for believing that he would be in danger of being
subjected to torture.
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In international law, this rule, which is supported by the jurisprudence of the ECtHR
and therefore directly applicable in UK law,137 is referred to as the principle of “non-
refoulement”. In his “open” judgment, Mitting J said that Naseer was “an Al Qaeda
operative who posed and still poses a serious threat to the national security of the United
Kingdom” and that “it was conducive to the public good that he should be deported”.138
However, the judge did not order his return because:
Despite the restoration of a democratically elected Parliament and government,
after eight years of military rule, Pakistan remains a state dominated by its
military and intelligence agencies. There is a long and well-documented history
of disappearances, illegal detention and of the torture and ill-treatment of those
detained, usually to produce information, a confession or compliance . . .
Anyone, such as Naseer, suspected of belonging to [al-Qaida] would be at risk at
the hands of the [Pakistani Security Services]. Legal controls are inadequate.139
Tellingly, therefore, Abid Naseer was not deported from the UK because, in all
likelihood, his rights under the UNCAT would be infringed upon return to Pakistan. What
therefore can the UK government reasonably be expected to do in this instance? Surely, it
must not permit Abid Naseer (and others like him) unfettered liberty when an independent
court has labelled him as an al-Qaida operative and a threat to national security
(notwithstanding the state has insufficient evidence to convict him of a crime)? As Walker
observes: “The meagre number of control orders is not for want of customers.”140 An
article in The Telegraph has recently asked: “Control orders are not very British – but what’s
the alternative?” It continues:
How would Mr Cameron [the Prime Minister] . . . or Nick Clegg, the 
Liberal Democrat Leader, explain to the families of those killed that the 
terrorist responsible had been under suspicion but the restrictions on his
movements were removed because they were, you know, not the sort of thing we
do in Britain.141
This article justifies the continuation of control orders primarily on the state’s duty to
protect life under Article 2(1) of the ECHR. Ironically, the scheme also honours the UK’s
domestic, European and international legal duties in not exposing a foreign terror suspect
to a threat of torture (assuming, of course, a receiving state has not assured the UK that a
deportee will be well-treated upon return). If the author has not made the case that control
orders demand, for example, an Article 2(1) compliant interpretation of the legislation as
per s. 3(1) of the HRA, or at the very least serious consideration, where does the debate
proceed from here?
Earlier it was stated that upon forming a Coalition government with the Liberal
Democrats in mid-2010, the Conservative Home Secretary, Theresa May, announced a
review of Labour’s many counter-terrorism measures, one of which was the control order
scheme.142 This review, which considered whether the measures should either be retained,
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removed, reformed or replaced, has now been completed and published.143 It accepted that
for the foreseeable future there was very likely to be a small number of people who pose
an immediate and significant terrorist threat but who can neither be prosecuted nor
deported.144 And while increased surveillance could form an important part of any
arrangements replacing control orders, surveillance alone could not mitigate risk to the level
of a control regime.145 Moreover, the costs of surveillance exceed by a considerable margin
the costs of control orders.146 The review therefore recognised that an approach that
introduced more precisely focused and targeted restrictions than the current control order
scheme would mitigate risk while increasing civil liberties.147
In discussing the more precisely focused and targeted restrictions, which are going to be
called Terrorism Prevention and Investigation Measures (TPIMs), the review acknowledged
that limits on communications, association and movement will be required for the new
regime to be effective.148 But there will be greater freedom of communication and
association than the existing arrangements, placing only limited restrictions on
communications, including use of the internet, and on the freedom to associate.149 Instead
of curfews there will be an overnight residence requirement with some additional
flexibilities (for example, in relation to overnight stays outside the residence).150 Additional
resources will be made available to complement the new regime.151 There are also proposals
to reform the Home Secretary’s suspicion about a controlee’s involvement in terrorism-
related activity. Currently, a control order cannot be issued under s. 2(1) of the PTA 2005
unless the minister has reasonable grounds for the suspicion that a controlee is involved in
terrorism. The review says that the threshold is to be raised to “reasonable belief ”.152
The report finds that the new system is neither a long-term nor an adequate alternative
to prosecution, which remains the priority. These measures will be time limited to two years
to emphasise that they are a short-term expedient not a long-term solution. They may be
reimposed after two years only where there is new material to demonstrate that the person
concerned poses a continued threat.153 Interestingly, the report concludes that there may be
exceptional circumstances where the government will seek parliamentary approval for
additional restrictive measures. In the event of a very serious terrorist risk that cannot be
managed by any other means, more stringent measures may be required. Such measures will
include curfews and further restrictions on communications, association and movement.
But they will only be allowed if the Secretary of State is satisfied on the balance of
probabilities (an even higher threshold than reasonable belief) that the person is or has been
involved in terrorism.154 More information about these measures has been forthcoming
with the publication of the Terrorism Prevention and Investigation Measures Bill 2011,
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which, at the time of writing, is currently being debated by Parliament. Notably, according
to cl. 5(1), the maximum period of a TPIM in the first instance is now only one year rather
than two years, though it can be extended for a further year, but only once, cl. 5(2). But a
TPIM can be extended after the maximum two-year period if there is a reasonable belief
that the individual has been engaged in terrorist activity during the currency of the order,
as per cl. 3. Also, the government has since indicated that a person’s relocation to another
part of the country without that person’s consent is not going to be permitted, since the
only conditions that can be imposed on a person are found in Schedule 1 of the Bill.155
TPIMs are not intended for implementation before 2012 at the earliest because MI5 needs
to recruit and train more surveillance officers to cope with the change.156
Some of these proposals by the review have been recommended previously. Time-
limiting a control order is nothing new. For example, Walker had suggested that there should
be a maximum time limit of 12 months without renewal.157 Then it would turn a control
order into either a provisional charge detention or a provisional deportation detention –
“either way the authorities would know they have to act decisively by collecting further
evidence and not rely on control orders for what one Minister . . . called ‘an indefinite,
limited period’”.158 A maximum term for a control order was also supported by, for
example, the JCHR in its 2009 report on the PTA.159 But here the government is
recommending limiting TPIMs to two years, rather than one year, and allowing them to
continue after two years if they are necessary. However, arguments in favour of relaxing the
conditions and the raising of the standard of proof from reasonable suspicion to reasonable
belief, have been less common in academic and legal circles, in the author’s opinion.
Conclusion
Control orders are seemingly an anathema to traditional British standards of decency and
fairness. Since the HRA came into force in October 2000, convention rights of the ECHR,
as per s. 1 of the statute, have been incorporated into domestic law. So, rights such as Article
3, freedom from torture and other forms of ill-treatment, Article 5, the right to liberty,
Article 6, the right to a fair trial, and Article 8, the right to privacy, are all directly enforceable
in UK law. Arguably, in the issuing of a control order, these Articles have all been infringed
for the purposes of pursuing the state’s aim of preventing terrorism. However, the courts
have said that some obligations imposed on a controlee, such as curfew hours not exceeding
16 hours per day, are lawful. They have also upheld control orders where the essence of a
case against an individual is revealed so that the detainee can give meaningful instructions
to their special advocate before SIAC. They have also implied that the imposition of a
control order, with the obvious anxiety and stress that follows from this, is, nonetheless, not
ill-treatment for the purposes of Article 3 (subject, of course, to the ruling of the Supreme
Court in AP (No 2)).
But what seems to have been lost in the debates about the legality of the control order
scheme are the (overriding?) rights to life of ordinary citizens. And, when considering the
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risks posed by individual suspects (which have been verified by the former independent
reviewer of the PTA, Lord Carlile, during the currency of the legislation, and the courts
such as the SIAC in Naseer), surely the rights to life of the many must prevail over the
freedoms of the few, the very small number of controlees? 
Article 2(1) of the ECHR imposes a positive obligation on the state to protect life. The
author has attempted to construct a right to life argument justifying the retention of the
control order scheme. If he has been unsuccessful with this, then it must be remembered
that debates about the threats certain people pose to society have happened in other
contexts: for example, the Mental Health Act 2007 amends significantly the provisions of
the Mental Health Act 1983 and, in particular, reforms s. 3(2) of the latter Act, the so-called
“treatability requirement”, which used to restrict the detention for treatment of individuals
with a psychopathic disorder.160 Indeed, if we wish to remain faithful to our international
obligations in respect of Article 3(1) of the UNCAT, in circumstances where “diplomatic
assurances” do not exist, how else are we to deal reasonably with foreign suspects who,
without reservation, are determined to commit further acts of atrocity? And there are
suspects who cannot be deported because of their British nationality status. It must be
remembered, therefore, that, in defending the current control order scheme, the author is
not calling for an extension to existing terror laws such as the reintroduction of the
indefinite detention provisions, as per the ATCSA.
If the conclusion to be drawn from this piece was simply based on the weight to be
attached to both sides of the control order argument, the balance probably falls on the side
of those who oppose the measures (assuming, of course, the author has been unable to
construct a credible argument in reference to Article 2(1) of the ECHR). But the aim here
has not been to present a conclusion merely based on the number of words that the author
could find to support or reject the continuation of the scheme. The intention has been to
challenge the negative opinions expressed about the measures which appear to have taken
centre stage in recent years, where the rights to life, for example, of ordinary individuals
have seemingly been overlooked. The aim of this article has therefore been to present a
genuine defence of control orders on the basis of the state’s obligation to protect life. It is
hoped that it has achieved this objective. If not, the new TPIMs may be a useful
compromise, since duties imposed on a suspect are apparently going to be relaxed: the
replacement of curfews with overnight residency requirements, thus reducing the maximum
time a person is obliged to domicile at a particular residence, being an obvious example. But
TPIMs are not a revolution in terms of individual freedoms. Proceedings are still going to
be modelled on the SIAC system, as per Schedule 4 of the published Bill, which, for some
individuals, means primarily, if not completely, closed hearings. And yes, while the threshold
for imposing a control order is to be raised from reasonable suspicion to reasonable belief,
as per cl. 3(1), this is not going to make much difference in practice. For example, Lord
Carlile, the former independent reviewer of the PTA, in his latest, and final, sixth report,
has said that the control orders currently in existence would have been granted on this
standard of proof in any event (and “in most cases by some distance the full civil standard
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of balance of probabilities”).161 Moreover, TPIMs will not be subject to an annual renewal
by Parliament,162 which is the case with the existing control order regime. As much as the
present Coalition government has portrayed TPIMs as a significant reform of the existing
regime, other commentators have, instead, likened them to control orders in all but
name.163 It is for this reason that they are arguably an acceptable substitute for control
orders since the important obligation of the state to protect the public from terrorism still
seems to be the determining factor.
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